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A b s t r a c t  
The integration o f  speech coders into a common carrier network raises 
impatant issues for coder design. These include speech quality, coding 
&ay. coda  complexity, and robustness to  speaker variations and channel 
mars. This paper discusses new directions in speech coding which address 
t h e  constraints to allow for toll quality coding of speech at rates down t o  
16  kb/s. Such a coder uses backward adaptation t o  limit coder delay and 
ua an embedded stochastically populated code tree t o  achieve high quality. 
T k r e  concepts point the way to  a reduction by a factor of two in bit rate 
horn the present 32 kb/s coding standard. 

1. In t roduc t i on  
With the widespread use of digital networks. digital coding for speech 

has come to  play a bigger role in common carrier networks. New digital 
s p d  coding techniques can be used to  further increase the bandwidth 
eWency without sacrificing speech quality. 

In netwak applications, coding delay is an important issue. If the digital 
s p e d  coda is embedded in a network that retains conventional analog 
telephone interfaces, then echo from the imperfect coupling between the 
four-wire savice and the two-wire subscriber loop will be present. The one- 
way delay consists o f  the coding delay, and the propagation delay. I t  is well 
knowm that tderance t o  talker echo decreases as the echo delay increases 
[I]. W& long ddays, preventative measures such as echo cancellation or 
su- need t o  be applied. In present day networks, these techniques 
are recaved fa long dday tdl connections. The cost of echo prevention 
or be a p witb the cost of speech coding. A more desirable scenario 
b tk use d speech codas with coding delays that are small enough that 
mo s p e d  d o  pmroioa measures need be invoked for connections that 
wodd mt mad them in the absence of speech coding. Thus. in this paper. 
the anpludr uiI be a keeping the coding delay below a few ms. 

Simpk spaah co&g techniques are limited in the quality of the repro- 
duced speed r the bi t  rate is reduced. The CClTT has standardized a 32 
M / s  codr fa ace in caamon carrier applications. This represents a 2: l  
redrdior au o ~ r v e n t i a r d  64 kb/s log-PCM coding. Although the 32 kb/s 
C C l l T  rcL.l. rkirves v u y  bw coding ddays, the straightforward migra- 
tion oft- whicb r e  qOCabk a t  32 kb/s t o  lower rates runs into 
problems witb rapidly kl4iaating spmcb q d i t y  at rates below 24 kb/s. 

In this papa. td-m w h i d  dl dew fa good quality at  16 kb/s 
will be d i s c a d .  mila q dus  Irm bca proposed fa rates near 
16 kb/s. a c o m b i n a h  d hi* d krr w. features desirable for 
widespread applicability o f the  tech-. h r  been haeto fae lado'ng. This 
papa will discuss the techniques tbat have been ka,t togetha to  achieve 
the 16 kb/s target. More details we mailable in [2]. Almart certainly any 
high quality, low dday coda at  16  kb/s will use a similar combination o f  
techniques. 

2. Coder  Types 
Speech coders are often categorited into hvodasses - d a m  aodm 

and analysis/synthesis coders. These two classes tend to have have non- 
overlapping bit rates. with analysis/synthesis codas having rates bdow 5 
kb/s and waveform coders having rates above 10 kb/s. In fact t h a e  are 
some hybrid systems which have some characteristics of both dassa  and 
have intermediate rates (4-16 kb/s). 

2.1 Analysis/Synthesis Coders 
Linear predictive coding (LPC) is the best known technique in the class 

of analysis/synthesis coders. These coders model the incoming speech and 
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then transmit the model parameters t o  the decoder where t% speech is resyn- 
thesized. The model parameters for LPC allow for a compact representation 
of the speech. However, the synthetic speech quality and lack of robustness 
to  speaker variation make these systems unacceptable for widespread use. 

2.2 Waveform Coders 
Waveform coders attempt to  reproduce the input waveform a t  the d t  

coder. At the low complexity end of the scale. logarithmically companded 
PCM can be used to  code speech. Each sample is coded independently, nor- 
mally with 8-bit precision. To reduce the coding rate below the 64 kb/s rate 
for log-PCM, more sophisticated waveform coders try to  remove redundancy 
o f  the speech waveform. Such coders will be the focus of this paper. 

3. Adap t i ve  Pred ic tors  in Wave fo rm Coders  
Waveform redundancy is introduced by the filtering action of the vocal 

tract and due t o  the pitch periodicity of the vocal tract excitation. A typical 
waveform coder removes the predictable part of the speech signal by inverse 
filtering the speech by an estimate of the vocal tract filter. The residual 
signal is then coded and transmitted. A t  the decoder the reconstructed 
residual signal is used t o  excite a vocal tract filter to  produce the output 
speech signal. The analysis filter and the synthesis filters are inverses of 
one another. 

3.1 Formant Filter 
. In a conventional view of voiced speech production. the vocal folds 

excite the vocal tract. From a filtering point of view the vocal tract has 
resonances (formants) which are importance for speech perception. From 
a signal processing viewpoint, the formant synthesis filter can be modelled 
as an all-pde filter of order 4-12 (order 8 will be used for the coder). The 
inverse filter removes the effects of the vocal tract res6nances to  produce a 
lower energy signal (the formant residual) which is more readily coded than 
the original input speech. 

3.2 P i tch  Filter 
In many speech coders for medium rates, only a formant filter is used. 

The residual signal contains pitch spikes superimposed on a background 
random-like signal. This is consistent with the interpretation that the for- 
mant predictor removes the effect o f  vocal tract filtering t o  leave just the 
excitation signal, which for voiced speech consists of the glottal pulses. The 
problem is that the high peak-to-average ratio for the' formant predicted 
residual is difficult to  code at low bit rates. 

Since in steady state voiced regions, the pitch pulses in  the residual are 
similar in shape, an inverse pitch filter can be used to  predict the shape of a 
pitch pulse based on previous pitch pulses. With a pitch predictor included in 
the system, the peak level of the pitch pulses is reduced. The pitch predictor 
is specified by a combination o f  the pitch period and the coefficient values 
themselves. Both the pitch estimate, and the coefficient values are made 
adaptive [3]. 

At  the synthesis end. the coded excitation signal i s  input t o  the pitch 
synthesis filta which insats pitch pulses. The resultant signal is then used 
t o  exate the conventional formant synthesis filter. Fig. 1 shows a schematic 
diagram of a coda using both a formant and a pitch filter. F(z)  and P(z) 
respectively. In addition, it shows a noise shaping filter N ( z )  which will be 
introduced lata.  

3.3 Forward versus Backward Adaptation 
The filter parameters (formant and pitch filta coefficients) can be 

adapted either in  a forward or backward fashion. The former involves trans- 
mission of the filter parameters as side information. The latter involves 
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implementing a local decoder at the transmitter and then adapting the filter 
parameters from the locally reconstructed speech. Each method has advan- 
tages and disadvantages and is appropriate under different conditions. 

Forward adaptation can generate a filter based on the uncoded (clean) 
input speech, while backward adaptation necessarily adapts the filter based 
on the reconstructed signal. This reconstructed signal has embedded coding 
noise which can hamper the adaptation process, even when the perceived 
affect of the coding noise is minimal. 

Forward adaptation necessarily invdves the transmission of side infor- 
mation. The filter information is updated on a block by block basis, allowing 
for the transmission of the filter parameters only once per block. Clearly 
the update rate must be commensurate with the rate of change of the vocal 
tract. Typical values update range from 40-200 filter updates per second. In 
addition, the input speech is usually buffered and the "best" filter parameters 
can be determined for the whole block of samples. Indeed. this buffering is 
a major source of delay in many coding systems. 

Backward adaptation uses a locally reconstructed speech signal both 
at  the coda and decoder. No explicit side information need be transmitted. 
The drawback invdves the fact that the filter is always updated from old data 
- the predictor is "stale". Some compensation is available since without a 
side information penalty, the predictor ca" be updsfedmdre bftkn'than with 
forward adaptation. 

The analysis stage ,for determining the filter coeficients involves av- 
eraging of the input speech information. in the form of implicit or explicit 
estimates of the average correlation values. A time window is serves t o  se- 
lect a region of speech which is then averaged for the analysis. There is 
a tradeoff between smoothness of the estimates and ability t o  track rapid 
changes. 
3.3.1 Backward Adaptive Formant Filter 

The requirement of low coding delay suggests the use of a backward 
adaptive formant filter. Furthermore, in order to  keep a high prediction gain. 
a lattice based adaptation algorithm which is updated sample-by-sample is 
used [4]. In terms of i ts fidelity criterion, this filter is optimal at each time 
instant. The adaptation window is chosen to  accentuate the most recent 
samples in order to  lessen the deleterious effects of a stale predictor.' 

3.3.2 Backward Adaptive P i tch  Filter 
No precedent for a backward adaptive pitch filter exists in the literature. 

Indeed, conventional approaches lead to  a poor prediction gain. Experiments 
show that the pitch filter is in some sense too sharply tuned t o  a particular, 
window of samples. Applying this window t o  the future samples is not 
entirely appropriate. yet is required by the backward adaptation. This is 
the problem of a stale predictor again. One solution which increases the 
prediction gain is t o  "soften" the pitch filter, making the filter more robust 
t o  signal variations. This is accomplished by (conceptually) adding white 
noise t o  the signal for the purposes of determining the coefficients. 

Pitch prediction in a backward adaptive context can be helpful in coding 
steady-state sounds i y r a t d y .  Howeva. the benefits in transition regions 
are less marked. The overall benefit is a subtle increase in speech quality. 
Indeed. with the computational complexity associated with pitch prediction. 
the costjbenefit ratio is not entirdy favorable. However. this conclusion will 
probably change in the near future. 

4. Residual  C o d i n g  

The signal amplitude changes can be attributed t o  a combination of 
speaker level changes, but also to  changes in the effectiveness of the pre- 
dictors. When the vocal tract and/or the pitch is changing, the predictors 
are not as effective at removing redundancies and result in a residual with 
a higher amplitude. A basic adaptive scaling strategy can be quite useful in  
reducing the dynamic range of the signals that are actually quantized. 

4.1 Adaptive Scaling 

Conventional coding of the residual signal has employed a relatively sim- 
ple adaptive quantizer, for sample-by-sample coding. The,adaptive quantizer 
employs strategies to  change the quantizer scaling. Desirable characteristics 
of the scaling are that it have a relatively fast attack and somewhat slower 
decay. A simple but effective approach is the Jayant quantizer adjustment 
scheme [5]. In this scheme, each output codeword has associated, with i t  a 
multiplier. The codewords for the outer levels of the quantizer have multi- 
pliers which are larger than unity, while the inner levels (those nearest zero) 
have multipliers which are smaller than unity. In this way. the quantizer 
outputs are used as a cue t o  cbange the step s u m  or equivakntb the input 

scaling. The dynamics can be catrdkd by adjr; i . n g  tbe relative sizes of the 
multipliers that are larga than amity to t h e  wh~ch are smaller than unity. 
With an appropriate choice fa tha mul t iphs .  this type of adaptation can 
mimic an exponential window a v q  d tk qreL energy. 
4.2 Delayed Decision Coding 

Even after adaptive scaling. the peak-- d o  of the signal to  
be coded can still be large. Entropy coding can be &. . c in dealing with 
signals with large peak-tmaverage ratios. In entropy &e rdativdy 
rare peak values are coded with code mwds that r e  k.(er than the s h a t  
code words used for the low amplitude portion of the ml: . T k  dk 
advantage of this approach is the buffering that is needed to rtrba tk 
variable length codewords to  the constant rate channd. The k k i g  ittrlC 
may entail delays of 100 ms and more. 

The alternative considered here is a delayed-decision coder. rrlrid cr, 
be viewed as a tree-structured coder. In this type of s c h r w  ow -1 

a coder in which all the possible quantizer outputs we arrangd n 8 adr 
tree which branches with increasing time. The nodes in  the tree m W-W 
with the output values. Conventional sample-by-sample coding can .bo be 
put into this format. However. in that case the node values we  v q  rrglr. 

If delayed decisions are now allowed, overall improvements be d 
tained. The improvement is due to  the fact that a locally suboptima dsdda 
may give a better result in the long run. For instance, if two samples furtba 
on in the signal, the signal amplitude increases dramatically. it might be a& 
vantageous t o  start the signal inuease a little early so that at the time of 
the signal increase. the step size of the quantizer is appropriate to  that kvd. 
4.3 Stochastically Populated Tree Code 

The code tree that has been described so far is a determinist idy 
populated tree. Furtha improvement can be elicited by using a s o - d d  
stochastically populated code tree. One can imagine choosing a random 
signal value fa each node in the tree. A reasonable approach would be t o  
have the distribution of the values be the same as that measured for the 
signal to  be coded. For instance a Laplacian (two-sided exponential) is a 
good fit t o  speech signds after prediction. Conceptually at least. both the 
coder and decoder can store identical copies of the code tree. Such a random 
tree a l l om for a more diverse set of sample paths through the tree. Since 
the d u e  of a node only depends on its position in the tree. and the position 
in the tree depends only on past transmitted codewords, no explicit side 
information need be sent t o  allow the decoder to  track the coder (at least in 
the absence d transmission errors). 

The exponential explosion in the storage for the code tree is unaccept- 
able. Homva .  since a fixed decision delay will be imposed, the numba 
of nodes i n  contention at any given time is manageable. Furthermore. the 
randomness can be mimicked by having a dictionary of node values which 
is initially populated with random numbers. In operation, the dictionary is 
addressed by the last k transmitted samples, where k is chosen large enough 
to  get the desired apparent randomness (total of ND possible node values). 

Even for moderate delays. the number of paths in contention can be 
extremely large. The (M, L) algorithm restricts the number of paths in 
contention at any given time to  M [6][7]. A judicious choice of M can 
allow most of the benefits of delayed decision coding to  be realized with a 
substantial decrease in complexity over a full search scheme. 

The improvement due to  delayed decision coding for such a stochastic 
tr'ee code is shown in Fig. 2 for a representative sentence. A similar figure 
for a deterministic code would show a larger SNR for small values of ddq 
but saturating more quickly at a level below that for the stochastic trcc For 
the same decision delay of 8 samples, the speech quality of a stochasaially 
populated tree is significantly better than that for a detcrmiaistk trr 

5. No ise  Shap ing 

I t  is well known that high amplitude formant r e o n s  u n  mask la*r 
amplitude signals at the same frequency. These effects u be utilized t o  
an advantage by shaping the spectrum of the coding nase using f i l ta  N(r)  
as shown in Fig. 1. Conventional ADPCM codas produce a C06g n* 
spectrum that tends to  be flat with frequency. The Idu specbum can k 
shaped t o  allow more coding noise in the formant I- r L c r e  it is m 4 a d  
by the high amplitude formant signals [a]. TLh dbm 8 caresparb . l  
decrease in the coding noise in those regions b m  kmants .  The avudl 
perceived effect can be that of reduced distortion. Tk l a s e  sh*g must 
h e  chosen carefully. since too much noise N tk famant r- laods to  
poorly d d b d  u d  varying 6aul ficq.rbr &a it i. dr tht tb. 



P(.) h (a) Encoder 

(b) Decoder 

Fig. 1 Predictive coder structure 

F i i  2 Segmental SNR vcnms decision delay for a stochastic tree code 




